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What Is

What Is Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder {(ADHD)?
ADHD is a neurodevelopmental disorder that occurs in children and adolescents that can persist into adulthood. It is characterized by symptoms of inattention and/or hyperactivity-impulsivity
starting before the age of 12.

Inattention Symptoms

Hyperactivity-Impulsivity
Symptoms

✓ Inattention to details and careless mistakes

✓ Often fidgets or leaves seat in situations

✓ Difficulty remaining focused on lectures

✓ Inappropriate running about, climbing,

✓ Does not listen when spoken to or does

✓ Talks excessively or acts “like driven

✓ Difficulty organizing tasks and activities

✓ Has difficulty waiting his turn and blurts

in schoolwork or other work
or conversations

not follow through on instructions

particularly those that require sustained
mental effort

✓ Often loses things or is distracted by
extraneous stimuli

when not warranted

and inability to play quietly
by a motor”

out answers

✓ Interrupts or intrudes on others

Worldwide prevalence
of ADHD is 5%.

The Ratio of ADHD in males
vs females is 2:1

6x
Adults with
ADHD who
have been
diagnosed
or treated is
less than 20%

Risk of ADHD is 4-6 times
greater in first degree
relatives of patients.
Heritability
estimates
of ADHD
from twin
studies is
around 80%

Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder is commonly comorbid with:

Learning and
conduct problems

Anxiety
Disorders

Depressive
Disorders

How Does ADHD Affect Children
Versus Adults?

Pre-school children with ADHD
are more likely to present
with hyperactivity

Adults with ADHD are more likely
to have inattention rather
than hyperactivity

Common Myths About Attention Deficit
Hyperactivity Disorder:
It is just a way to
explain bad behavior

ADHD is caused by
watching too much TV or
eating the wrong foods

Children will grow
out of ADHD

The History of ADHD
1790

1798

The first example of a disorder that appears to
be similar to ADHD was given by Sir Alexander
Crichton in 1798.

1844

1902

In 1844, the German physician
Heinrich Hoffmann created some
illustrated children’s stories, which
is nowadays a popular allegory for
children with ADHD.

The Goulstonian
Lectures of Sir
George Frederic Still
in 1902 are by many
authors considered
to be the scientific
starting point of the
history of ADHD.

1937

The first treatment of
hyperactivity.

Did You Know?

1944

Methylphenidate is first synthesized.
It is regarded by now as a very effective
psychostimulant and is the most frequently
prescribed drug in the treatment of ADHD.

Studies have shown a
link between
environmental factors
and an increased
risk of ADHD.

Present Day

How is a Person Diagnosed With ADHD?
There is no accepted single diagnostic test for ADHD. Therefore,
several steps are taken to diagnose a person with ADHD. For
example, one step could involve a health professional who
performs a thorough mental status examination and medical
evaluation.

The common differential diagnosis of
ADHD includes: Bipolar disorder,
major depression, learning disorders
and autism spectrum disorders (even
though they may coexist in some
patients). When a patient presents with ADHD,
other disorders are ruled out such as Bipolar
disorder, major depression, learning disorders,
and autism disorders. However, the disorders
may coexist in some patients.

The diagnosis can be based
on symptoms and signs with
input from parents and
teachers combined with
rating scales.

What causes ADHD?
The exact, single cause of ADHD is not fully known, but a number
of factors appear to contribute to its development.

BRAIN INJURIES

Some children with brain
injuries can exhibit
ADHD-like symptoms

GENETICS

Studies have shown that
ADHD runs in families.
Several genes have
been identified that may
increase the risk of
developing the disorder.

THIS INFOGRAPHIC WAS
BROUGHT TO YOU BY

ENVIRONMENT

Studies have shown a link between
smoking and alcohol use in pregnant
mothers and an increased risk of
ADHD in their children. Preschoolers
exposed to lead have a higher risk
of developing ADHD.

For more information on ADHD from the world’s
leading experts visit: www.gmeded.com

Always talk to your doctor about your illness
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